ORIGAMI CRANE INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 1 ➤ Make 4 creases to create the SQUARE BASE
a. Fold the paper in half and create a nice crease — printed side facing out
b. Fold the paper in half again and create a second crease — printed side facing out
c. Fold the paper diagonally to create a crease — plain side of the paper facing out
d. Fold the paper diagonally again to create a second crease — plain side of the paper facing out
e. Create the SQUARE BASE by folding the paper diagonally printed side out and tucking in two corners
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STEP 2 ➤ Create a KITE
a. Identify the center of the paper — fold the two corners on either side toward the middle of the paper
b. Turn the square base over and fold the two corners on either side toward the middle of the paper
c. Fold the triangle at the top of the kite toward one side and then the opposite side to create creases
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STEP 3 ➤ Mastering the petal fold to create the wings (ORIGAMI BIRD BASE)
a. Unfold so you are back to the SQUARE BASE from STEP 1 only now you have creases from STEP 2
b. With your ﬁnger supporting the fold at the crease gently lift the paper from the bottom up
c. Create a diamond shape by folding in two sides to make the bottom half of the diamond &
gently crease to create the top half of the diamond — if possible, watch a demo of the petal fold
d. Repeat the petal fold on the other side so you have another diamond by repeating a, b & c
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STEP 4 ➤ Creating the neck and tail of the crane
a. Identify the wings of the crane, and notice one part of the diamond from STEP 3 has a slit
b. Fold the edges in - not all the way to the slit and repeat on other side
c. Create a crease by folding the neck and tail so they are at an angle sticking out a bit
d. Watch a video or have someone walk you through how to get the neck and tail to be between the wings
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All that is left is to fold the
head of the crane and fold
down the wings!

